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       ten HACK THE VOTE A fter months of speculation, on 16 June 2015 Donald J. Trump finally announced his intention to run for the office of president of the United States. His descent on the golden escalator to a press conference in the basement of Trump Tower in New York presaged America’s headlong tilt into a new and bewildering form of politics. The photos show that the event was attended by several hun- dred people, compared to the thousands who attended his later rallies. In those early days, many regarded his candidacy as a side- show and believed he would never make it into the Oval Office. But his campaign not only became one of the most controversial and compelling in modern history; it proved to be the testing ground for a shocking and insidious new form of online propa- ganda, one that brought to a peak the strategic leaking and media manipulation tactics that had been honed in the cyberattacks of the preceding years. Even before Trump announced his candidacy, tech security was proving an explosive issue in u.s. politics: Hillary Clinton had been forced to admit that, as Secretary of State under Barack Obama in 2009, she had stored all her work emails on a personal computer server, reportedly in the basement of the family home in Chappaqua, New York state.1 It was a decision that turned into a rolling pr disaster, buf- feting the veteran Democrat’s slick campaign, particularly when it emerged that a small number of classified messages passed Hac k t h e V o t e 273 through the non-government system she set up.2 The more details that came out, the more weight grew behind allegations of a cover-up, dismissed by Clinton but quickly weaponized by her opponents. Trump made hay with the accusation, using it to stoke his argument that Clinton was duplicitous, and part of the ‘swamp’ of Capitol Hill lifers. The controversy became a thorn in the side of Clinton’s camp right up to polling day. The fbi flip- flopped over whether to pursue a prosecution until just two days before the election.3 For a campaign that was meant to run on rails, such last-minute headlines were a disaster. But even without Trump’s brickbats and the email contro- versy, the Democrats were struggling with internal divisions. A bitter rivalry had emerged between supporters of Washington stalwart Clinton and her iconoclastic, left-leaning rival, Bernie Sanders. As they prepared for the Convention that would decide between the two candidates, the waters were choppy for the Democratic Party. What they didn’t know was that they were sail- ing into a perfect storm. A deadly combination of hacker rivalry and online dissemination was about to hit the Democrats, and their vulnerable computer security made them sitting ducks. Although it only became public in summer 2016, the hacking of the Democrats was probably well underway even as Trump was declaring his candidacy the year before. From at least summer 2015, hackers were inside the Democrats’ networks, according to the security company that eventually uncovered their presence.4 As we have seen, cyber investigators often recognize hacking groups by the software they use, which becomes a kind of digital calling card. The tools that breached the Democrats’ systems had a very long history. They were first spotted back in 2008. As Russia battled with a rebellion in Chechnya, researchers discovered a new set of viruses targeting pro-Chechen campaigners. The researchers called the hacking group Cozy Duke, because one of its hacking tools was called Cozer, and it used file names with the prefix ‘dq’.5 CRIMEDOTCOM 274 By 2013, Cozy Duke was hacking victims in Ukraine, Hungary and Poland (where the u.s. was negotiating the placement of missile bases). The targeting of anti-Russian interests led many to suspect Cozy Duke was a Russian operation. Added to which, the Cozer tool didn’t look like a run-of-the-mill virus. It was stealthy, effective and constantly refined by what looked like a single group with impressive skills and considerable resources. The hacking tool may have been sophisticated, but the deliv- ery mechanism was depressingly familiar: the virus arrived in phishing emails containing dodgy attachments with titles such as ‘Ukraine’s Search for a Regional Foreign Policy’.6 When a victim opened the attachment, the virus would be triggered, and the Dukes were given full covert access to their computer. By summer 2014, the Cozy Duke group was ready to take on its biggest target yet: the u.s. government. But unknown to the hackers, they were being watched. According to Dutch media, the Netherlands’ intelligence agencies had hacked into Cozy Duke’s operation.7 They reportedly traced the group back to a university building near Moscow’s Red Square. If Cozy Duke’s choice of victims wasn’t enough to convince security watchers that it was a Russian operation, the Dutch spies’ access seemed to provide the smoking gun. They even managed to hack into the security cameras in Cozy Duke’s building, according to the Dutch reports, gathering footage of the hacking group as they clocked in for work. Western intelligence agencies assessed that Cozy Duke was led by the Russian Foreign Intelligence Service, the svr. President Vladimir Putin’s spokesman dismissed the reports as fuelling ‘anti-Russian hysteria in the u.s.’8 As Dutch intelligence watched, they gained a worrying insight: Cozy Duke had managed to plant its viruses on comput- ers within the White House, the State Department and the offices of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The group was ready to strike at the very heart of the u.s. government. As the Dukes geared up to strike in November 2014, the Dutch informed u.s. intelligence agencies of an imminent attack. What Hac k t h e V o t e 275 ensued was the cyber equivalent of an urban shoot-out. The hackers tried to activate their viruses, issuing commands to grab information. The u.s. defenders would cut off access to the server that was issuing the commands, only to see fresh instructions coming from another infected server. The battle lasted 24 hours and shut down State Department email for days.9 Eventually, the u.s. side won, but at a cost. Dutch spies were reportedly shut out of the Cozy Duke network, cutting off their access to its computers and office cctv cameras. But the hacker group was far from giving up after this setback. By summer 2015 they were back in action, this time inside the Democratic Party. And they might well have remained there were it not for a series of slip-ups by a rival hacking group. As the election clock ticked down, it still wasn’t clear whether Clinton or Sanders would be the Democrats’ nominee for the White House. But the political rivalry was about to be detonated by a hack that would eviscerate the party and arguably change the course of u.s. history. And the sad thing is, the victims had been given months of warning. From September 2015, the fbi had spotted Cozy Duke inside the Democrats’ networks and began telling the Democratic National Committee (dnc), the party’s governing body, of the threat. But they were put through to the equivalent of computer support, according to Donna Brazile, who became the dnc’s interim chair in the wake of the attack: The fbi agent was transferred to the dnc’s helpdesk – you know, the people who answer your calls if you’re having trouble logging onto the network or your mouse stopped working right. The technician thought the call . . . might be a prank call, not an unusual occurrence at the dnc. Instead of alerting his superior, the it contractor decided to look for a compromised computer in the system. The CRIMEDOTCOM 276 technician’s scan of the system didn’t turn up anything, so he let it go.10 Other techies in the party knew full well that its it was at risk, but claim that their concerns weren’t acted upon. A former senior dnc employee, who did not want to be named, says that the organization’s technology team asked for hundreds of thousands of dollars to sort out their security. But the amount approved was only tens of thousands, as the party prioritized front-line campaigning instead. ‘Cybersecurity was important to us, but there was always the need to send money to campaigns,’ said the source. The dnc did not respond to requests for comment for this book. More warnings from the fbi followed in December 2015 and January 2016, according to Brazile, but the dnc’s techni- cians said they still couldn’t verify the problems that the fbi was seeing. Then in April 2016, the dnc finally spotted an intrusion and called in a tech security company. Suddenly, the Democratic National Committee learned it had been raided by not one, but two sophisticated hacking groups who had stolen large amounts of confidential internal information. The first group was Cozy Duke, who had lurked inside the dnc since summer 2015, as the fbi had warned.11 The second group also had a long and ignominious history, and its name would become a byword for the modern world of high-level, aggres- sive hacking: Fancy Bear. The group got its name because one of the viruses they used was called ‘Sofacy’. A security researcher working on the hacking group reportedly said this reminded him of a song called ‘Fancy’ by Iggy Azalea, and Bear was the suffix his company gave to suspected Russian hacking groups, so the name Fancy Bear was born.12 The use of the Sofacy virus dates back at least as far as 2004. By December 2014, it was being used to hack into the German Parliament, infecting many of its 20,000 computers.13 In April 2015, the same tools were used to attack a French television Hac k t h e V o t e 277 network, tv5 Monde, taking down a dozen channels for several hours. They were then deployed against British tv station the Islam Channel just a few months later.14 Perhaps the most telling incident, however, was the hacking of the World Anti-Doping Agency, wada. In July 2016, its offi- cials called for a ban on Russian athletes participating in the Rio Olympics later that year. Two months later, wada announced it had been hacked by the same group that hit the German Parliament, the tv stations and others.15 Documents stolen from wada were later published on a website that proclaimed it was run by the ‘Fancy Bears hack team’, complete with cartoon images of bears. The hackers may not have come up with their name, but they wasted no time in embracing it. But it was the hacking of the Democratic National Committee that was to cement the Fancy Bear group’s reputation. It was perhaps its most audacious (certainly its most well-documented) attack to date, and it called upon all of the strategic leaking and media manipulation tactics displayed in hacks from Ashley Madison to Sony Pictures Entertainment. Once again, however, their way in was via a simple email. On 19 March 2016, Hillary Clinton’s campaign chairman John Podesta received a message with a worrying warning. Someone had tried to use his password to log into his Gmail account. The warning appeared to come from Google and it included a link for Podesta to reset his password for safety reasons.16 Podesta was rightly suspicious. He forwarded the message to his chief of staff, who sent it to the it team, who told Podesta that the email was real, and he needed to change his password. They sent him the genuine link to do the reset, but somehow Podesta didn’t use it, and instead clicked the link in the original email and entered his password.17 That original email had been sent by the Fancy Bear group. They hoovered up Podesta’s password and would go on to steal 50,000 of his messages, according to the fbi.18 Podesta was an impressive scalp, but the hackers wanted more. Rather than just accessing one sensitive inbox, they wanted CRIMEDOTCOM 278 entry to the entire organization – not only Clinton’s team but the wider Democratic Party machine. On 6 April, the hackers targeted an employee of the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee (dccc), which works to get Democrats into Congressional seats. She fell for a phishing email, leaking her password. Six days later, the hackers used it to log into the dccc network, and installed their viruses on at least ten computers. The software allowed them to record everything typed on the keyboard and shown on the screen. According to fbi docu ments, the hackers spent eight hours watching the employee’s activity, capturing every password she used to access the dccc’s systems (as well as her personal banking details).19 On 18 April, a dccc employee logged into the Democratic National Committee’s systems. The hackers were, of course, recording everything they typed in, so now they were able to log into the very heart of the Democrats. It was, as the leaked emails would later show, a vipers’ nest of division and discord. The hackers accessed around thirty computers, according to the fbi, installing the spy software and hoovering up yet more screenshots and keyboard activity.20 They copied gigabytes of research that the Democrats had carried out on the Republicans, plus thousands of emails. All of it was spirited away by the Fancy Bear group. Put plainly: for several weeks the hackers were watching everything that happened on dozens of computers handling some of the most politically sensitive data in America. They could see everything displayed on screen, record every word typed and see every password that was entered. For most of this time, the Democrats’ leadership had no idea they were under surveillance. By late April 2016, however, the dnc realized it was under attack. They called in CrowdStrike, a u.s. tech security firm. The company was co-founded in 2011 by a Russian-born coding expert called Dmitri Alperovitch. It had a reputation for naming names when it came to hacking incidents. According to CrowdStrike, once their software was installed it took around ten seconds to Hac k t h e V o t e 279 work out who was behind the attack. The malicious software pointed to Fancy Bear, and some of the data was being sent to servers previously attributed to Cozy Duke, the group that Dutch intelligence had managed to hack into (now renamed ‘Cozy Bear’ by CrowdStrike). As the fbi had warned, Cozy Bear had been sit- ting inside the organization’s systems for around a year. Fancy Bear, by contrast, had been in for only a few weeks. But in that time they had harvested an impressive amount of sensitive infor- mation, and in the next few months it would be Fancy Bear that would do the Democrats the most harm. After weeks of analysis, CrowdStrike moved to lock out the hackers. On 10 June, all dnc staff were told to leave their laptops in the office (sparking unfounded fears they were all about to be fired).21 CrowdStrike changed employees’ passwords and deleted the hackers’ software. The hackers fought back, but ultimately the Democrats’ defences seemed to hold, and it looked like the Bears had been shut out. The hole in the Democrats’ security may have closed, but if they were breathing a sigh of relief, it was premature. The stolen data was now out of their control, and the impact of the hack was far from over. The next phase would prove to be a remarkable moment in hacking history. On 15 June 2016, CrowdStrike went public with its findings. On its own blog, the company was circumspect about the ultimate source of the hack. They stated Fancy Bear and Cozy Bear worked ‘for the benefit of’ the Russian Federation government and were ‘believed to be closely linked’ with its intelligence agencies.22 However, the Washington Post, having also spoken with dnc staff, pulled no punches: ‘Russian Government Hackers Penetrated dnc’, declared its headline.23 Perhaps the decision to go public was a tactical one for the Democrats. Stories were already beginning to swirl about Trump’s links to Russia. Blaming the country for a hack on his political opponents might have seemed a useful way to feed the CRIMEDOTCOM 280 fire. If this was indeed the Democrats’ calculation, then they got it catastrophically wrong. When the story went public, it began a truly incredible chain of events that would, arguably, cost the party the election. Within a day of the Washington Post and CrowdStrike arti- cles, a blog suddenly appeared, declaring ‘dnc’s Servers Hacked by a Lone Hacker’. Far from a Russian government operation, the author claimed, the cyberattack had been carried out by a sole individual who was now ready to leak the information and tell his story.24 The blog was published under the pseudonym Guccifer 2.0 – a name that instantly sparked intrigue, since it summoned up the ghost of a previous hack. Guccifer had been the online alter ego of Marcel Lehel Lazar, a Romanian taxi-driver-turned-hacker who had gone on a spree from late 2012 to early 2014, raiding email and social media accounts and publishing the juiciest pickings, including nude self-portraits painted by former president George W. Bush. More pertinently, Lazar was the man who revealed that Hillary Clinton had used a private email address while Secretary of State, unleashing the controversy that dogged her presidential campaign.25 Lazar, however, was sentenced in Romania in 2014, extradited to the u.s., sentenced again, then sent back to Romania to serve out the rest of his jail time there.26 Clearly he couldn’t be the real face of this new hacker, Guccifer 2.0, because he was in prison. But whoever had adopted his nickname was making a shrewd insinuation that they were linked to a previous hacking episode targeting u.s. politicians. Meanwhile on his blog, Guccifer 2.0 openly mocked CrowdStrike (sic): Worldwide known cyber security company CrowdStrike announced that the Democratic National Committee (dnc) servers had been hacked by ‘sophisticated’ hacker groups. Hac k t h e V o t e 281 I’m very pleased the company appreciated my skills so highly))) But in fact, it was easy, very easy. I guess CrowdStrike customers should think twice about company’s competence. Fuck the Illuminati and their conspiracies!!!!!!!!! Fuck CrowdStrike!!!!!!!!!27 The posts were accompanied by documents stolen from the dnc, and more posts followed with yet more documents. His claims seemed to pour cold water on the theory that Russian hackers (and specifically the Russian government) were behind the attack. Guccifer 2.0 not only claimed to be working alone; he explicitly stated that he was not linked to Russia, and in fact claimed to be Romanian (neatly dovetailing with the previous Guccifer identity). Some in the media began to question CrowdStrike’s research, and the assertion of Russian government involvement. Guccifer 2.0 continued on the offensive, emailing journalists, including reporters at Gawker, and prodding them to publish stories – echoing the media exhortation tactics used by the group that hacked into Sony Pictures Entertainment.28 Gradually, the cov- erage started to gain traction; some news outlets started to trawl through the leaked dossiers and spreadsheets and run stories on their findings. And perhaps equally importantly for the hackers, Guccifer 2.0’s vociferous crowing had created question marks over who was behind the digital break-in. More confusion was sown by the arrival of a website called dcleaks, which claimed to be run by ‘American hacktivists’, and began publishing hacked information from Clinton’s inner circle, including emails (along with a much smaller trove of Republican Party emails).29 Yet despite Guccifer 2.0 and dcleaks’ efforts, in the immediate aftermath they weren’t grabbing mainstream media attention. Even some senior staff within the dnc say they didn’t notice the hackers’ work. And much of the limited media coverage was still CRIMEDOTCOM 282 focusing on the hack itself and who was behind it, rather than the substance of the data. If the hackers’ aim was to harm the Democrats, they needed to shift the lens away from attribution and towards the content of the leaks. The imminent Democratic National Convention (when the party was finally to decide between Clinton and Sanders) was the perfect opportunity, and it was seized on by an organization set up by a man who’s arguably been one of the early twenty-first century’s greatest influencers: Julian Assange. Assange created the WikiLeaks website in 2006 to be a secure, anonymized platform for whistle-blowers. Its huge dumps of data and its refusal to censor them have exposed a string of stories highly embarrassing to the u.s. government, including its misdeeds in Iraq and sensitive information contained in its diplomatic cables. At the time of the dnc hack, Assange was still in the Ecuadorean embassy in London. He’d gained asylum there after allegations of sexual assault emerged against him in Sweden (the case has recently been dropped by Swedish prosecutors). Assange also feared extradition to the u.s. over the leaks his site had published. Yet despite his restricted physical freedom, Assange remained a powerful force in the information battle being waged across politics and journalism. Leaks were still his business, and the gigabytes of dnc information would prove no exception. He also harboured a deep-seated distrust of Hillary Clinton. When the supposedly Romanian hacker Guccifer 2.0 first leaked the dnc documents on his blog on 15 June 2016, he said he’d given ‘thousands of files and mails’ to WikiLeaks. ‘They will publish them soon,’ he wrote.30 In a later indictment released by the fbi, it’s alleged that there was direct contact between Guccifer 2.0 and a group the fbi called ‘Organization 1’, widely reported to be WikiLeaks.31 The fbi alleges that Organization 1 messaged Guccifer 2.0, stating: ‘[s]end any new material [stolen from the dnc] here for us to review and it will have a much higher impact than what you are doing,’ and later adding: Hac k t h e V o t e 283 if you have anything hillaryrelated we want it in the next two days prefablebecause the dnc [Democratic National Convention] is approaching and she will solidify bernie supporters behind after her. We think trump has only a 25 per cent chance of win- ning against hillary...so conflict between bernie and hillary is interesting.32 The Democratic National Convention was meant to be a high point in the party’s bid for the Presidency – a slick, glitzy schmooze-fest in which the Clinton/Sanders rivalry would finally be laid to rest and the successful nominee would be propelled towards the White House. WikiLeaks had other ideas. On 22 July, three days before the Democrats’ big convention, WikiLeaks published. But unlike Guccifer 2.0, they didn’t just release documents about campaign financing and strategy. They published almost 20,000 emails from the cache of stolen dnc data.33 If the aim was to increase the impact of the leak, it worked. For a start, WikiLeaks had a far bigger platform for promotion and dissemination than Guccifer 2.0’s blog. But more importantly, they had the experience and the technology to create a search- able database of information. The Democrats’ dirty washing tumbled out. As the media ferreted through the mass of communica- tions, they found startling instances in which dnc grandees openly plotted to prevent Bernie Sanders gaining the nomin ation, despite the committee publicly remaining neutral on the candidates.34 The exposure of such divisions couldn’t have come at a worse time for the Democrats, as one former senior dnc employee explains: The primary battle was so contentious between Hillary and Bernie, and they were going to try and use the Convention as a get-together where the Hillary side and the Bernie side CRIMEDOTCOM 284 could come together as one, and create a unified force to go out for the fall campaign. Instead [WikiLeaks] drops these very incendiary emails that would do nothing but cause the Bernie people’s heads to explode. The fallout was immediate and, for the Democratic Party, massively destabilizing. Just two days after WikiLeaks’ publi- cation, on the eve of the Convention, the dnc’s chairwoman Debbie Wasserman Schultz resigned.35 Instead of being a show- case to crown their candidate for the White House, the event was eclipsed by controversy as more and more of the Democrats’ emails were exposed into the press. Clinton gained the presiden- tial nomination, but the political bloodshed continued: dnc chief executive Amy Dacey resigned, along with chief financial officer Brad Marshall and communications director Luis Miranda.36 ‘We were effectively decapitated as an organization,’ said one former dnc staff member. It’s hard to overstate the enervating effect that the leak had on the Democrats. Personal relationships, the bedrock of any high-pressure organization, were subject to creeping corrosion. ‘It created such intense stress and pressure that a lot of the really close bonds . . . they kind of dissolved,’ recalls Scott Comer, the dnc finance office’s chief of staff. ‘Not just professional r elationships but friendships as well. It was very painful.’ As they looked more closely at their leaked emails, some dnc employees were shocked to find that they included messages sent during May – weeks after the organization knew it had been hacked, but before all staff were informed. In effect, some of them had been sending ill-advised, controversial messages even though others in the dnc knew they were almost certainly under surveillance. ‘They knew in April but didn’t shut it down until June,’ says a former senior dnc employee. ‘I think they wanted to leave it active to see what the [hackers] were capable of. If not, why not shut it down immediately?’ Like others, he is also suspicious of Hac k t h e V o t e 285 how quickly the media rooted out the most damaging emails from the 20,000 that were leaked, and suspects they had been prepped by someone with a solid grasp of the u.s. political system: From the time of the initial dump, it was only hours before . . . very incendiary emails were dropped [by news outlets]. I think our emails were already selected. Someone had already gone through and picked out the bad ones. And that person or persons had to have a good understanding of u.s. politics and u.s. culture. The leaks also damaged the party’s fundraising efforts. Small donor contributions had already been drying up thanks to the Bernie/Hillary squabble, according to an insider. Now big donors were seeing their personal information leaked out in the stolen emails, some of which had come from the dnc’s fundraising team. Senior staff spent hours phoning round donors trying to smooth things over – hours they could have spent campaigning rather than apologizing.37 As the presidential race entered its final, adversarial phase, Clinton remained standing, nomination in hand, while her party machine lay in ruins around her. Trump’s response in campaign speeches was gleeful: ‘WikiLeaks, I love WikiLeaks,’ he told a Pennsylvania rally on 10 October.38 Meanwhile, the true scale of what had happened was start- ing to sink in: a hacking group had not only penetrated a key part of American politics, but had brazenly smeared the stolen goods all over the Internet in a way that seemed calculated to influence the course of the election. Even seasoned tech security sources couldn’t quite believe what they were seeing, and pol- iticians brought up in a more traditional era were gobsmacked. Donna Brazile, who came in as interim dnc chairperson, claimed: CRIMEDOTCOM 286 No one thought they would be bold enough to try something like that in the United States. Nor did anyone suspect that they had the political sophistication to weaponize the infor- mation they had gathered from our servers, understanding exactly when they should release which emails they had stolen . . . Our hacking was unlike anything members of our expert task force had ever seen.39 Those experts, it seems, hadn’t been paying enough atten- tion to hacking incidents such as those outlined in the previous chapter. Highly strategic leaking and media manipulation was fast becoming the norm. Now the same wave was crashing over u.s. politics, too. And as in previous hacks there seemed to be increasing willingness among some media outlets to run with the salacious leaks without questioning who was putting them out, and why. In fact, tech and its interface with the media was a faultline that ran through the entire election. The attempts to influence its outcome using technology didn’t only come via the cybercrime tactics of the Fancy Bear group. Those who wished to sway the campaign also exploited the online platforms that many of us are hooked on, harnessing the power of Facebook and Twitter for a new propaganda campaign. The 2016 u.s. presidential campaign was partly fought, as are all modern elections, via social media. Two-thirds of Americans use Facebook, for example, and three-quarters of them are on it daily.40 It was a battle for which Donald J. Trump seemed tailor-made. Already a tv celebrity, by the time he entered the presidential race he’d amassed almost three million followers on Twitter – a shoot-from-the-hip, short-attention-span medium in which he operated effortlessly.41 In addition, his campaign was fought in an era of immense distrust of mainstream media worldwide.42 Again, Trump under- stood this innately, twisting the knife with his cries of ‘fake Hac k t h e V o t e 287 news’, driving his followers away from the shared space of the tv set and the newspapers and into the atomized filter bubble of online media where (sometimes contradictory) messages could be targeted at small groups. Those who leaked the hacked dnc emails also understood the importance of social media. WikiLeaks’ extensive online pro- motion machine went into action to publicize the data. Twitter accounts were set up for dcleaks and Guccifer 2.0. But it seems they didn’t stop there. When u.s. investigators researched the Twitter account for dcleaks, for example, they found something intriguing: the same computer had also been used to set up a Twitter account called @BaltimoreIsWhr, which was used to post messages under the slogan ‘Blacks Against Hillary’.43 It was an apparently u.s.-based Clinton-bashing account, and as investi- gators would discover, it was just one of a slew of social media accounts, not just on Twitter but on Facebook, targeting divisive messages into the heart of one of the most vicious presidential campaigns of recent history. On 6 September 2017, ten months after Trump won the elec- tion, a post appeared on Facebook’s corporate site. Although written in the anodyne, chummy-yet-robotic style of many tech corporation comms, the content was stunning, as hinted at by the title: ‘Information Operations on Facebook’.44 Facebook’s chief security officer Alex Stamos said the com- pany had found 470 fake accounts all affiliated with each other and ‘likely operated out of Russia’ that had spent $100,000 to run 3,000 adverts across Facebook from the summer of 2015 to May 2017. They had been placed by the Internet Research Agency, a St Petersburg-based firm that, according to media reports and u.s. investigators, functioned as a ‘troll farm’, getting pro-Russian con- tent on social media sites and combating anti-Putin messages.45 The adverts didn’t necessarily support either party in the election. Rather, according to Stamos, they ‘appeared to focus on amplify- ing divisive social and political messages . . . touching on topics from lgbt matters to race issues to immigration to gun rights’.46 CRIMEDOTCOM 288 It seems the Russian influencers felt that tapping into such controversial undercurrents was enough to achieve their aims. And Russian troll farms weren’t the only ones capitalizing on Facebook’s growing influence over American voters. The political parties themselves were harnessing the power of social media, supported by a rash of political consultancy firms. Among them was Cambridge Analytica. Up until the 2016 u.s. presidential election the company was little-known outside political circles. It had been founded in 2013 by a major Republican donor and run by Steve Bannon, who became Trump’s strategist.47 Among its offerings was a claim to be able to use psychological insights to increase the potency of messages put out on social media (for example, an extroverted, gun-loving risk-taker would be shown a different advert to a shy, liberal bookworm). The problem was that it had gained its psy- chological data deceptively. Cambridge Analytica had paid several hundred thousand people to take a personality quiz, then used them to gain access to the public bits of their Facebook friends’ profiles – 87 million in all – something Facebook was later fined for allowing to happen ($5 billion in the u.s., and £500,000 in the uk).48 The details of Cambridge Analytica’s activities were revealed in an exposé by Guardian journalist Harry Davies, which reported that Republican candidate Ted Cruz’s campaign worked with the company and used the illicitly obtained data.49 Things got worse for the firm when its chief executive was caught in an undercover tv sting apparently claiming, among other things, that his com- pany could organize ‘honeytrap’ operations to influence foreign elections.50 The company closed less than two months later.51 As more of its work was exposed, however, the headlines swirling around Cambridge Analytica became increasingly hyperbolic: if the reporting was to be believed, the company was a shadowy digital Svengali whose tech tricks helped put Trump in the White House. The problem is, that’s far from proven. For a start, although we know that Trump paid Cambridge Analytica, we don’t know Hac k t h e V o t e 289 what the company did for his campaign.52 Trump’s digital direc- tor admitted using a massive amount of (perfectly legal) targeted advertising on Facebook, but denied using Cambridge Analytica’s illictly obtained psychological data, stating of such tactics: ‘I just don’t think it works.’53 Even if it turns out that Trump’s cam- paign did use the data, it’s almost impossible to say how much sway it had. As the uk’s data watchdog wrote: ‘We may never know whether individuals were unknowingly influenced to vote a certain way in . . . the u.s. election campaign.’54 The same is true of the Facebook ads placed by the Russian propagandists at the Internet Research Agency. Facebook esti- mated that around ten million people in the u.s. saw the 3,000 ads, less than half of which were shown prior to polling day.55 And there’s a big difference between ‘seeing’ an ad on Facebook and paying attention to it, let alone being influenced by it afterwards. Those who argue for social media’s influence point to the tightness of the final result: Trump actually lost the popular vote by 2.8 million, but won by a majority of 74 votes in the electoral college (77 after subsequent defections).56 So it’s possible to argue that swaying a few thousand voters in the right places using Facebook, Twitter and other social media may have been enough to change the result in critical districts. But that dramatically underplays the influence of the wide- spread media coverage Trump enjoyed. His provocative policies, his no-nonsense speaking style and his outsider status made him catnip for the news media, from both the left and the right. By the middle of 2016, every major news organization was turning up to his rapidly growing rallies, and the more outspoken he became, the harder it was to stay away. Around 83 million Americans watched his September debate with Hillary Clinton on broadcast and cable channels.57 Ultimately, what tipped the balance: 3,000 Facebook ads? Or the three-word chants that encapsulated Trump’s campaign: ‘build that wall’, ‘drain the swamp’, ‘lock her up’? One thing is for sure: away from the world of social media voodoo, Trump’s opposition CRIMEDOTCOM 290 was reeling, hit with a damaging combination of cybercrime and weaponized data leaks that had cost the Democrats their entire senior team. The question was: who was really behind the hack? A misinformation campaign had created confusion as to who had hacked the Democrats and leaked their emails in the months pre- ceding the vote. But as the election came to a conclusion, the truth was starting to emerge. Guccifer 2.0, the lone Romanian hacker, claimed he’d single handedly broken into the dnc and had no links with Russia. Yet both the u.s. tech security firm CrowdStrike and the fbi found Fancy Bear’s hacking tools on the Democrats’ systems. In add ition, holes had started to appear in his claims to be Romanian. In an online interview with a journalist, Guccifer 2.0 reportedly struggled to speak the language, raising suspicions that whoever was doing the talking was actually using an online translator to communicate.58 Meanwhile, questions were also being asked about the dcleaks website. It claimed to be run by ‘American hacktivists’ to publicize the leaked emails, yet somehow it had begun releasing the docu- ments on 8 June, six days before the hack went public. Whoever set up the site was in on the operation almost from the outset.59 Researchers from uk tech security company Secureworks started looking at the phishing email link sent to Clinton’s cam- paign chairman John Podesta. They managed to reverse-engineer the link to reveal a list of all the other people targeted by the hackers. It was, they said, a who’s who of anti-Russian interests, including Ukrainian politicians and even a member of the punk band Pussy Riot. What’s more, the links had all been created between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Moscow time, between Monday and Friday – with one day off, which happened to coincide with a holiday for technical military staff in the Russian Federation.60 Tech security researchers and the u.s. intelligence agencies were quickly coalescing around the view that Russian government hackers were behind the dnc job. Hac k t h e V o t e 291 Questions started being asked about WikiLeaks’ decision to publish the stolen data. The response from its co-founder Julian Assange was typically combative. Characterizing the questions about his sources as a ‘distraction attack’ and dismissing Russian government involvement, Assange stated: ‘No, it’s not a state party. Stop trying to distract in that way and pay attention to the content of the publication.’61 The Russian president gave a similar response. Denying accus ations of Russian state involvement, Vladimir Putin said it was ‘hysteria’, which he claimed was ‘merely caused by the fact that somebody needs to divert the attention of the American people from the essence of what was exposed by the hackers’.62 The message from both was clear: pay less attention to the source of the leaks, and more attention to what’s in them. As illus- trated by the Sony hack, it was an instruction with which some media outlets were only too happy to comply. For his part, Trump seemed to put out contradictory messages about whether he thought Russia was to blame. At one point he said the idea Russia had leaked the emails to help his campaign was a ‘joke’.63 Then two days later he said: ‘Russia, if you’re listen- ing, I hope you’re able to find the 30,000 emails that are missing,’ once again raising the spectre of the controversy around Clinton’s private email server.64 There was far less ambiguity from intelligence officials, how- ever. By late July 2016, they were reportedly expressing ‘high confidence’ to the White House (still under Barack Obama’s presidency) that Russia was behind the dnc hacks. But it would take until July 2018 for the full allegations to come out, in what would be one of the most comprehensive cybercrime indictments ever seen. Special Counsel Robert Mueller was tasked with investigating alleged collusion between the Trump campaign and the Russian government. The inquiry claimed several critical scalps, with a string of former Trump loyalists turning on their former leader CRIMEDOTCOM 292 and agreeing to assist. In the end it found no conclusive evidence of the collusion that Trump’s opponents were hoping for. What it did do, however, was file criminal charges on 13 July 2018 against what u.s. intelligence claims is one of Russia’s most prolific state hacking groups.65 The indictment lists twelve Russian nationals whom it says formed the bulk of the team that penetrated the dnc’s systems to such devastating effect. Finally, Fancy Bear’s members were named – at least, according to the u.s. government. The indictment maps out in detail every twist and turn of the hack, from the phishing email sent to Clinton’s campaign chair- man John Podesta, to the setting up of dcleaks, to the alleged communication with WikiLeaks and even the Web searches the hackers carried out. The job descriptions and seniority of each member of the group are described in detail, including the pseudo nyms they allegedly used to run various social media accounts and to purchase services used for their hacking campaigns. How could the Americans know so much about the gang’s work? One member of the cybergroup, it seems, let the side down. Ivan Yermakov was, according to the fbi, a Russian mili- tary officer assigned to Unit 26165, a team within Russia’s Main Intelligence Directorate, the gru.66 He was also, on occasion, ‘Kate S. Milton’, ‘James McMorgans’ and ‘Karen W. Millen’ – just some of his social media pseudonyms, said investigators. While the fbi documents are clear about the alleged roles and responsibilities of the twelve alleged hackers, when it comes to Yermakov they have so much information it almost seems as though u.s. spies were watching over his shoulder as he typed. The indictment alleges he searched the Web for details about the dnc and Clinton, analysed the organization’s Internet con- nections to see what computers they ran, and researched what commands to type into Microsoft software to pilfer emails. And when CrowdStrike moved in to sort the problems out, the Americans claim Yermakov started searching online for informa- tion about the company, including any details CrowdStrike might know about Fancy Bear’s precious hacking tools. Hac k t h e V o t e 293 Yermakov wasn’t the only person the fbi claimed to have under observation. The day the Guccifer 2.0 blog was published claiming sole responsibility for the hack, the fbi say that Fancy Bear operatives searched online for a very specific set of phrases, including ‘illuminati’, ‘worldwide known’ and ‘think twice about’. If the phrases look familiar, that’s because they later appeared word-for-word on the blog post written by Guccifer 2.0. The ‘solo Romanian hacker’ claimed to be unconnected to the Russian gov- ernment, but the fbi’s indictment seems to show his words were drafted by the very Russian military unit that hacked into the dnc. If true, it shows impressively fast work by the Russians. Within a day of the dnc going public with news of the hack, the intruders had a fake persona ready to go – and not just any per- sona, but one with plausible connections to a previous hacking campaign under the Guccifer name. The fbi also alleged that, when Guccifer 2.0 had contacted journalists with information, he’d given them the password to a hidden part of the dcleaks website. It became increasingly hard to separate Guccifer 2.0 from dcleaks from Fancy Bear. Of course, this is all according to the fbi. Theirs is a lengthy indictment full of data, some of which is independently verifiable, but much of which is not. The Russian government has consist- ently denied having anything to do with the hacking of the dnc, and claims such allegations are part of a conspiracy directed at the Federation. (Requests for an interview for this book made via its foreign office and its embassy in London went unanswered.) What the indictment doesn’t include, however, is any refer- ence to Cozy Bear, the other allegedly Russian hacking group that CrowdStrike claims to have found lurking inside the dnc. It seems their stealthy behaviour has kept them under the radar – at least for now. The two hacking teams seem to have been treading on each other’s toes. CrowdStrike claims they saw evidence of both groups going after the same information. If both were part of the Russian government, as security researchers believe, why weren’t they CRIMEDOTCOM 294 cooperating? The answer may lie in the labyrinthine networks of Russia’s intelligence services. A report by the European Council on Foreign Relations (perhaps not the most impartial source, but thorough in its mapping-out of Russian state intelligence agencies) shows the overlap of roles between the gru, suspected of being behind Fancy Bear, and the svr (Russia’s Foreign Intelligence Service), suspected of being behind Cozy Bear.67 This overlap, combined with Putin’s leadership style, deliber- ately fosters tension, competitiveness and distrust, according to the report. It also describes the gru as ‘aggressive and risk-taking’. If the gru was indeed the agency behind Fancy Bear, it would explain why their raid on the Democratic National Committee was rumbled (comparatively) quickly – in just a few weeks, com- pared to Cozy Bear’s stealthy year-or-more undercover. And if the report is correct in its picture of the fierce rivalry between the agencies, one can only guess at the conversations that must have taken place when Fancy Bear got caught inside the dnc, potentially ruining the intelligence access of both the groups. It wasn’t the last time the gru would be caught red- handed in its hacking activities, according to Western intelligence agencies. On 13 April 2018, Dutch law enforcement detained four Russian men in The Hague. They’d hired a car and parked it at the Marriott hotel, according to the Dutch intelligence service. But it seems they weren’t interested in the four-star amenities. The Marriott is next to the office of the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (opcw), which was playing a key role in an investigation into the attempted murder in March 2018 of former Russian double agent Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia, who were poisoned in Salisbury, in the southwest of England. The Dutch intelligence agency claimed that the four men picked up in The Hague were part of a Russian government ‘close access’ hacking team, who had parked nearby the opcw in order to intercept the Internet signals emitted from the building.68 They Hac k t h e V o t e 295 released photos of the boot of the car, which appeared to be full of interception equipment. Dutch intelligence also claimed they had seized a laptop from the men which, when analysed, showed signs of having been used in Malaysia, Switzerland and Brazil. The connection? According to the Netherlands, in Malaysia the laptop was used to target the investigation into Malaysia Airlines flight mh17, which was shot down in July 2014 over territory held by Russian-backed rebels in Ukraine.69 In Switzerland it was used in Lausanne, where it was linked to the hacking of a laptop belonging to the World Anti- Doping Authority, which had exposed doping by Russian athletes. Brazil is also home to a key anti-doping agency site. The implica- tion was that the Russian close access team had been on a ‘world tour’, targeting organizations threatening Russian interests. The Russian government strongly denied any connection to the hacking allegations. It called the incident in The Hague ‘Western spy mania’, saying it was the victim of ‘yet another stage-managed propaganda campaign’. Its statement said: ‘It’s unclear who is supposed to believe these statements accusing Russian citizens of attempting to mount cyber-attacks . . . Any Russian citizen carrying a mobile device is seen as a spy.’70 The four Russians detained in the Netherlands were using dip- lomatic passports. On the one hand, that meant they could not be charged with offences by the Dutch, who simply expelled them instead. But on the other, when the Dutch released photos of the passports, it gave journalists a new lead. Reporters at investiga- tive website Bellingcat looked up the passport holders’ names on a Russian database and claimed to find one of them registered at the address of the gru, the Russian military intelligence agency that the fbi claims is behind Fancy Bear. The journalists also said that a search of a car ownership database revealed that one of the four men arrested had registered his Lada at another gru office. This, in turn, enabled journalists to identify 305 other people with cars registered there (as well as their passport and mobile phone numbers): all presumably gru employees.71 CRIMEDOTCOM 296 If the Dutch government and Bellingcat claims are true, it seems the gru’s ‘aggressive and risk-taking’ approach was their undoing. With their faces known (not to mention the identities of hundreds of their colleagues), Russia’s alleged hacking team may find it much harder to mount such close access operations again. It seemed like a closing chapter in the Fancy Bear story. But it was far from the end of tech security’s influence on u.s. polit ics. As his election victory faded into history and his bellicose White House reign began, President Trump became embroiled in an escalating trade war with China. As the conflict heated up, technology once again proved to be a pivotal issue: this time, one which straddled the Atlantic divide and put serious strain on America’s ‘special relationship’ with the uk. In early 2013 I had lunch with a long-serving mp who was a member of the Parliamentary Intelligence and Security Committee. Towards the dessert course the politician lowered their voice and told me the committee was ‘concerned about this company, Huawei’. Being an evidence-based journalist I asked for for, well . . . evidence. None was forthcoming. Perhaps any that existed was just too secret to share: the committee often hears from intelligence sources behind closed doors. But it seemed the committee was indeed worried about the Chinese technology giant. In June 2013 it released a report en titled Foreign Involvement in the Critical National Infrastructure.72 The foreign involvement was Huawei. And the critical national infrastructure turned out to be the backbone of the uk’s com- munications system, run by bt. The British company had signed a contract with Huawei in 2005 to provide equipment for an overhaul of the telecoms network. As the Intelligence and Security Committee was ‘shocked’ to discover, government ministers weren’t even told about the deal, let alone asked their opinion. The committee’s report still didn’t provide spe- cific evidence of any alleged Chinese government interference Hac k t h e V o t e 297 in Huawei, but did make it crystal clear how worried its members were. It was one of the first of a series of blows for Huawei, as the company became embroiled in a damaging mix of geopol- itics, tech security and trade war, despite firmly denying any accusations that it enabled spying by Beijing. To understand why Huawei is big news, you have to under- stand 5g – short for Fifth Generation mobile phone technology. Over the years, the speed, coverage and capacity of the mobile networks has expanded rapidly. 5g is the next leap forward, but it means more than just faster downloads of cat videos. There is an edifice of cutting-edge equipment waiting in the wings for the new network’s arrival. Part of the leap in 5g is that it can send sig- nals faster, meaning less ‘latency’ (the delay in transmitting and receiving a signal). Think about driverless cars: a delay of even a few microseconds in transmitting or receiving an instruction to stop could mean the difference between life and death. Remote-controlled surgery, smart traffic controls, drone flights: many, many future innovations can only really take off (quite literally, in some cases) once 5g has arrived. As a result, the rush is on to get it installed. For that, you need someone to supply the equipment (transmitters and receivers, for example) and right now, there are only three players in that game: Huawei, Nokia and Ericsson.73 The Chinese company is estimated by some to be a good two years ahead of the competition – a vital lead in the high-tech marketplace. The problem is that several countries around the world have decided they simply cannot trust equipment made in China, espe- cially if it’s installed wide and deep into their communications networks, carrying everything from Facebook updates to pol- iticians’ emails. They fear the Chinese government may have installed so-called ‘backdoors’ into the kit, allowing it to i ntercept communications. Australia has blocked the company from providing equipment for its 5g roll-out (a decision being challenged by Huawei). New CRIMEDOTCOM 298 Zealand has followed suit.74 In the u.s. it is banned from gov- ernment networks, and in May 2019 American companies were briefly banned from trading with the company. Usefully, here in the uk we have the answer. Or at least, we should have. In the wake of concerns over the bt contract, the uk government tasked gchq, the government’s communications intelligence agency, to set up a team to test Huawei kit in collab- oration with the company. The results, predictably enough, have never been made public. But senior people within uk government cyber circles have almost certainly seen the conclusions, and their subsequent comments have been very revealing. In April 2019, Ian Levy, technical director of the uk’s National Cyber Security Centre, told the bbc: ‘The security engineering in Huawei is unlike anything else. It’s engineering like it’s back in the year 2000. It’s very, very shoddy and leads to cybersecurity issues that we need to manage long term.’ Crucially, though, he went on to say: ‘We don’t think the things we’re reporting on are evidence of Chinese state malfeasance. It’s poor engineering.’75 In other words, the uk isn’t so much worried about China having built covert access into Huawei kit: if it’s that badly built, they fear anyone could potentially hack into it. (Huawei did not respond to requests for comment for this book.) At the time of writing, the solution the uk was edging towards was installing Huawei, but not on ‘critical’ parts of the network. This solution didn’t seem to satisfy the u.s., however, which threatened to rein in its data-sharing and security part- nerships with the uk if it went ahead with installing the Chinese company’s products in Britain’s 5g network. The u.s. is extremely suspicious that Huawei will allow the Chinese government a backdoor into the communications on which many of us rely. Which is ironic, since it’s only a few years since we learned about a system which allows the u.s. gov- ernment a backdoor into the communications on which many of us rely. Hac k t h e V o t e 299 In December 2012, journalist Glenn Greenwald received a pecu- liar message. A whistle-blower wanted to make contact with some confidential information, but would only do so if Greenwald used a highly secure method of communication. Not being espe- cially tech-savvy, the journalist struggled to make it work.76 Increasingly frustrated, the source (who by this time had adopted the pseudonym Citizenfour) sent an encrypted message instead to a contemporary of Greenwald’s, a fellow journalist called Laura Poitras. It would change her life, and those of many others: I am a senior government employee in the intelligence community. I hope you understand that contacting you is extremely high risk and you are willing to agree to the following precautions before I share more. This will not be a waste of your time.77 Citizenfour was, of course, Edward Snowden, a former contrac- tor for the u.s. National Security Agency (nsa), America’s answer to gchq. Snowden was employed by a consultancy called Booz Allen Hamilton to work at the nsa. He was an infrastructure analyst, someone who ‘looks for new ways to break into Internet and tele- phone traffic around the world’.78 He’d watched with alarm as his work had revealed to him more and more of the u.s. government’s surveillance apparatus. In the mid-2000s, the American intelligence agencies had woken up to the fact that around 80 per cent of the world’s tidal wave of digital communications traffic flowed through the u.s., and they’d seen an unprecedented opportunity to gener- ate and exploit intelligence leads.79 Snowden was concerned at the capacity for innocent people to be caught up in this drag- net. Eventually, he decided to steal top-secret information about the u.s. government’s interception programmes and leak it. He smuggled tens of thousands of documents out of a high-security facility in Hawaii. CRIMEDOTCOM 300 Holed up in a hotel in Hong Kong, Snowden had handed much of the material to Greenwald and other journalists from The Guardian. He then tried to flee, reportedly to Cuba, but only got as far as Russia, where he remained as the u.s. had cancelled his passport mid-flight.80 What the leaked documents revealed was astonishing to anyone ignorant of the modern state’s surveillance capability (which was almost everyone). Among many other revelations they detailed how the u.s. government, via secret court orders, was able to access information from the world’s biggest tech- nology brands. Under a programme called prism, the documents showed the nsa had legally sanctioned access enabling ‘collection directly from the servers’ of Facebook, Google, YouTube, Skype, aol, Apple, Microsoft and Yahoo.81 Some of the companies denied any knowledge of the programme and others claimed they had not consented to such access, leading many to assume it was done in secret via a sealed court order. Historically, the nsa was banned from collecting data on American citizens en masse without specific legal permission. But it got round this by changing the definition of ‘collecting’, accord- ing to journalist Fred Kaplan’s detailed history of the nsa, Dark Territory. ‘Under the new terminology, the nsa was just storing the data, the collecting wouldn’t happen until an analyst went to retrieve it from the files,’ Kaplan writes.82 But even that was prob- lematic because under u.s. law, as Kaplan explains: ‘data could only be stored if it was deemed “relevant” to an investigation of foreign intelligence or terrorism.’ Once again, the nsa changed the definition: ‘under this new definition, everything was potentially relevant, there was no way of knowing what was relevant until it became relevant; there- fore, you had to have everything on hand to make a definitive assessment.’83 Language is a powerful tool, and when you change it, you redistribute power. Thus was the legal path paved to the mass data-gathering programmes of the nsa. Hac k t h e V o t e 301 But the agency wasn’t just a passive collector. Over the preceding decades the nsa (once jokingly referred to as ‘No Such Agency’, due to its highly secret nature) had merged defensive cybersecurity work with offensive teams: government-employed hackers tasked and protected under u.s. law with breaking into companies and governments overseas. ‘Getting the ungettable’ was reportedly their motto. It wasn’t only in the u.s. that state-sponsored hackers were at work. The documents published during 2013 by The Guardian, among others, also revealed the extent of collaboration between the nsa in the u.s. and gchq in the uk. It was a position of primacy Britain achieved partly through an accident of geography: as one of its nearest neighbours in Europe, the uk had a physically close relationship with the u.s. Some of the first transatlantic cables to America had been laid from a tiny beach in Cornwall on the far southwest coast. As telegrams had given way to telephones and finally high-speed data streams, the route had remained the same. Even now, at low tide you can still see huge cables running up to the beach. These days they are packed full of fibre-optic lines carrying data around the world in staccato pulses of light. No surprise, then, that in addition to its main base in the west of England, gchq also has a large outpost at Bude in Cornwall.84 The Snowden leaks showed how the uk’s listening station obsessively fought to increase its ability to intercept the wealth of information flooding through these fibre-optic cables; an activ- ity which it called, charmingly, ‘access to light’. Equally poetic (though perhaps not for those on the receiving end of them) were the code names given to the various interception tools, among them Mutant Broth, Rickety Pig and Fretting Yeti. Like the nsa, gchq wasn’t just a passive collector. It also ran offensive hacking operations. It’s easy to get overwhelmed by the mass of Snowden documents and the bewildering maze of state surveillance they expose. But honing in on just one of the gchq operations covered in the documents indicates how far the agency could go while still claiming to be acting within its CRIMEDOTCOM 302 boundaries. According to an article in The Intercept in February 2015 based on the Snowden documents, the uk’s signals intelli- gence agency accessed the personal email and Facebook accounts of employees of a Dutch technology company to enable Britain’s spies to intercept phonecalls and texts around the world.85 gchq, wrote The Intercept, was targeting sim cards – the little rectangles of plastic inside mobile phones that connect the hand- set to the phone network. The information sent to and from the sim card is encrypted, so it can’t be spied upon. According to The Intercept, gchq wanted access to the encryption codes for these sim cards so that it could tap into mobile communications in coun- tries from Iran and Afghanistan to India and Iceland. To do so, in 2010 gchq is alleged to have targeted a company called Gemalto, headquartered in the Netherlands, which was one of the biggest global suppliers of encryption software for sims. According to documents released by The Intercept, gchq first profiled which Gemalto employees might be useful for their operation, finding out where they worked and what their job roles were. Then they used the American nsa’s tools to access the employees’ personal email and Facebook accounts to find out further information about them. gchq reportedly eventually managed to break into Gemalto digitally and gain the precious encryption keys, enab ling them to unscramble mobile phone communications from millions of devices. Gemalto launched an investigation, and dis- covered hacks carried out on its systems in 2010 and 2011, which it said looked like the alleged gchq operation The Intercept had reported on. But the company said the hack didn’t penetrate its confidential internal networks.86 At the time, gchq responded to The Intercept’s report by stat- ing its work was done within a ‘strict legal and policy framework’ and that it ensures its activities are ‘authorized, necessary and proportionate’.87 If this looks like a stock response, that’s because it was. Throughout much of the era of the Snowden revelations (and the above example of Gemalto is just one of many allega- tions that emerged from the documents), the agency’s response Hac k t h e V o t e 303 to media enquiries barely changed. It’s possible this was because of the sensitivity of much of its work: responding to the minutiae of each new revelation might have risked revealing, jigsaw-style, where its strengths and weaknesses lay. But if The Intercept’s story is true, and the gchq response is correct, then the consequences are striking: it means it was considered authorized, necessary and proportionate for uk gov- ernment cyberteams to target completely innocent people, hack their personal email and Facebook accounts to get inside their company – which was in a non-hostile territory and acting completely legally – and attempt to steal its intellectual prop- erty with the wider aim of eventually accessing people’s private communications. Is that cybercrime? Absolutely not, according to gchq’s response. It was all authorized, legal and proportionate. And of course, we don’t know how many criminal activities were derailed as a result of gchq’s access to all those mobile phonecalls and texts. Perhaps they felt the ends justified the means. And yet in order to achieve those ends, innocent individuals allegedly had their private information tapped into, pored over and utilized with- out their knowledge or consent, and a private company in a Western European country had its systems hacked by a country it p  robably considered an ally. In gchq’s defence, it operates under considerable legal restric- tions, and its staff have to jump through many hoops before being able to carry out any offensive operations. But isn’t the same argu- ment available to other countries’ hackers? What if it emerged that, for example, the Fancy Bear hacking group had received legal permission to carry out their aggressive raids on foreign political organizations? Would that make their actions accept- able? What if the Lazarus group – the allegedly North Korean state hacking team that unleashed WannaCry and broke into Sony Pictures and Bangladesh Bank – had the personal blessing of their leader? CRIMEDOTCOM 304 We may not like these countries’ governments, but ulti- mately they are sovereign states, and if the test of a hack’s legitimacy is whether the government that carried it out can say it’s ‘authorized, legal and proportionate’, then that leaves considerable room for other countries to exploit the same argu- ment. We can wax lyrical about how much better our legal frameworks are compared to theirs but because decisions about nation-state hacking are almost always made behind closed doors, in our country as well as others, we have limited oppor- tunity to vet the decision-making processes that countries use to justify their actions. In a way, much of this isn’t new: nations have always spied on other nations and given themselves legal and political cover to do so. But in the past, this espionage was stealthier: it was about strategic, informational advantage and rarely broke out into the ‘real world’. As we’ve seen throughout the course of this book, that’s no longer the case. Government hackers no longer hide in the shadows. Their work increasingly relies on the highly public media manipulation tactics employed by the Fancy Bear and Lazarus group attacks. They’re noisy, disruptive and in some cases deeply damaging to the critical services on which we all rely. And they’re often using tools indistinguishable from those of the cybercrime gangs. There is of course a big difference between the credit card fraud and bank account hacking that started this book, and the legally sanctioned hacking of the nsa, gchq and others that fin- ishes it. But in between there is a growing area of thick, grey mud, and the number of players within it is expanding all the time. That’s a direct result of a crossover between the three types of hacking groups: organized cybercrime gangs, hacktivists and nation-state hackers. The crooks may have started out with a pure profit motive, but as the preceding chapters have shown, that’s not how it’s remained. Their tools have become ever more damaging, creating mass, indiscriminate attacks. Hac k t h e V o t e 305 Hacktivists have seen their digital protest tactics turned to cybercrime, and their media manipulation techniques have been refined and honed by powerful forces. And most worryingly of all, the crooks’ and hacktivists’ tech- niques are increasingly being adopted by nation-state teams, where they can be applied with all of the time, money and stra tegic direction that a government can exert. We’ve seen the damage this has caused to our hospitals, power stations and political processes. This book started with hackers making millions out of raid- ing bank accounts, holding people to ransom, stealing their data and defrauding them. It went through hackers launching repu- tational damage campaigns and manipulating the media. And it ends with high-level, nation-state campaigns that are, apparently, legal, necessary and proportionate. Along the way, the tools and tactics used by the different groups have become increasingly indistinguishable. As these groups converge, and as politics, journalism and crit- ical services are increasingly affected, where does cybercrime end and state power begin? Perhaps, once, the dividing line between them all was clear. That’s not how it looks now. 
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